
                     
Saturday, April 29, 2017

9 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Overlook Park

Across from the Manheim Township Public Library
595 Granite Run Drive, Lancaster

   *Children’s Activities
   *Live Animals
   *Local Conservation Organizations
   *Wildlife Art and Crafts Vendors
   *Speakers & Workshops

Native Plant Vendors

         CHECK OUT OUR WEBSITE FOR FULL SCHEDULE AND DETAILS       www.habitatmt.org

Lancaster Native Plant & 
 Wildlife Festival

FREE EVENT

            PRESENTATIONS...
                  Zoo America  Native PA Animals

            Catherine Zimmerman 
           Creating Habitat Heroes Across the Nation

  Claudia West  Wild and Neat: 
    Native Plants that Bridge the Gap between 
                    Horticulture and Ecology
SEVERAL



Native Pennsylvania Species

Pennsylvania’s wildlife heritage is presented in this program, highlighting native 
Pennsylvania animals and discussing the common, as well as the uncommon species 
which reside in our forests, fields and towns.

Claudia West  
 Wild and Neat: Native Plants that Bridge the Gap        
    between Horticulture and Ecology

So you think natives plants are weedy and messy? This lecture debunks this myth 
and explores the aesthetic value of native plants and their highly attractive cultivars.  
You’ll be fascinated by the range of colors and textures found in our native flora.  
Numerous design examples and plant combinations demonstrate the beauty, 
elegance, and diversity created by using regionally appropriate native plants in our 
landscapes. We will explore how native species grow in the wild and translate this 
knowledge into powerful design principles for your garden. Enjoy and be inspired!

9:30 am

Catherine Zimmerman 
   Creating Habitat Heroes Across the Nation                   

Zimmerman and film crew spent two years traveling the country to create the 
documentary film:  Hometown Habitat, Stories of Bringing Nature Home.
This presentation is a behind the scenes look at making the film and the impetus 
behind story choices. Using clips from segments of the film Catherine will share 
those success stories and works in progress, that re-awaken and redefine our 
relationship with Nature. The goal: Build a new army of habitat heroes and make 
natural landscaping the new landscaping norm.

11:30 am

1:30 pm


